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Protein-RNA interaction statistical forcefield
The RNA based commands of the ModelX toolsuite uses an ultra-fast statistical force field based on fragment pairs (intX) representing empirical compatible backbone conformations (pepX vs rnaX) found in nature exactly as they were described in the PDB. The strategy relies on the assumption that compatible RPIs are limited to a huge but finite number of conformations as it is mentioned in the Introduction section. Our interaction database contains ~6.13M atomic coordinates of pepX and rnaX pairs (intX) and is ready to be trained with more interactions as new RNA protein complexes (RPCs) are deposited in the PDB.
To create the force field we only took complexed structures from our RnaXDB database with resolution equal or lower than 2.5Å, then we measured for all the intX the atomic all-to-all distances between its belonging pepX and the correspondent rnaX fragments. Using the atomic distance distributions we extracted the statistical parameters for all possible atom contacts between protein and RNA included in the interaction database (see Supplementary figure 2 for backbone-backbone distance distributions). We computed the statistics about distances in two ways: i) not considering the nucleotide identity (unbiased force field); ii) considering the nucleotide identity where the RNA atoms come from (nucleotide-based force field). The reason why we created two force fields is because the sequence and context of the corresponding protein peptide is not necessarily the same as the one superimposed and therefore the RNA sequence recognized can vary. Thus we used the unbiased force field for removing RNA fragments from the cloud, and the biased one to look for the possible RNA sequence recognized by our target protein.
As was done in PADA1 for dsDNA-Protein force field, free energies were calculated using the Boltzmann device (3) . We used the Kono modification (3, 4) of the Sippl method. The energy is computed for every pair of backbone atoms and Cβ in a protein (N, Cα, Cβ, C, O) against all backbone atoms in close contact with the RNA (P, OP1, OP2, O5', C5', C4', O4', C3', O3', C2', C1', O2') using the equation ∆G=-RTLn(Kp) where R is the Boltzmann constant and Kp is Pr/Po. This parameters are calculated with a statistical test, being Pr the probability of finding a pair of atomic contacts for a given amino acid plus a correction based on the deviation from the extracted normal distribution for that pair of atoms; and Po is the probability of finding a pair of atomic contacts for any amino acid plus a correction based on the deviation from the extracted normal distribution for that pair. In the case of Glycine a dummy Cβ is placed averaging the Cβs coordinates of two Alanines included in the dihedral database.
New ModelX commands
In this section we briefly discuss all the novel commands that can be found in the new version of ModelX. The new command names are RnaDocking, GlueDocks, InteractionEnergy that replaces the former command EvaluateComplexAtomic now working for any kind of biotype, and DeleteRNA that deletes RNA molecules from a PDB file. The usage and full options are available at https://modelx.crg.eu/.
RNA Docking
The Rna Docking algorithm allows to predict possible RNA binding sites by positioning rnaXs using 3D protein structures as input ( Supplementary Figure 3) . The algorithm scans the protein backbone using a 6 length a sliding window to query for compatible pepX fragments (peptide fit) from the database and evaluating the interaction energy of the corresponding rnaX fragment with the protein using the statistical force field mentioned above. The first step of RNA docking places dummy Cβs on Glycines. These dummy atoms help positioning of the rnaX fragment over the input protein by fixing the orientation of the Cα vs the peptide N and CO atoms. In a second step we select those backbone atoms of the protein (including the Cβs) that are up to 18Å (default pep-threshold parameter value) away from the scanning peptide. After a first pruning by energy evaluation, we perform a second round with the preserved fragments, now including all the backbone atoms of the input protein. The number of sequence mismatches admitted for the RNAXDB retrieved peptides against a target pepX is set to 1 (discovery mode) by default but can be modified to explore more docking possibilities (exhaustive mode) increasing the computational time required for a run. Docking models are accepted if they are below the threshold established by the parameter energythreshold that is set to -0.1 Kcal/mol by default. Peptide fit details are described deeply in the original PADA1 paper.
Glue Fragments
The docking algorithm generates fragment clouds that in many cases suggest a longer RNA shape, being able to connect these fragments provides more evidence that the algorithm predictions are correct. Using a branch and bound strategy fragments are stored into a stack and extended. When two fragments are perfectly positioned next to each other they are glued to form an extension loaded again into the stack until no more extensions are found. The result is a noise reduced set of fragments with a minimal length that is parameterizable ready to be used for further modeling purposes. When the fragment clouds are composed of too many elements an extra K-means clustering step can be performed to reduce computational time, in that case extensions can contain only one fragment of each computed cluster. After finishing the fragment gluing redundant extensions are filtered out according to a parameterizable RMSD threshold. In many cases for the validation sets the glue algorithm was able to reconstruct regions of the RNA that were not in the crystal structures (Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure 4 ).
Energy Evaluation
The new command called InteractionEnergy evaluates energies between nucleic acids (the RNA evaluation requires to explicitly set the bio-type parameter to RNA since DNA is the default value) and a protein target using one of the generated statistical force fields (by default biased parameter is set to true). If the parameter more-output is set the detailed energies per interacting nucleotide and its contacting aminoacids are also provided. By default the command only takes into account backbone atoms and Cβs, by setting atom-type to ALL all atoms will be considered.
Supplementary Appendix: User Tutorial
In this appendix is illustrated the step-by-step process leading to the models obtained for the Figure 4 . Each ModelX and FoldX command is discussed for a better comprehension of the user. As was indicated in the figure legend, the process was made both for the PDB codes 1URN (the U1A protein) and 1A9N (the U2A' protein), here we show the examples using the last one as departing structure.
Step 1: Rna docking
Considering that the crystal 1A9N is a homodimer of the complex of two proteins and we want to investigate only the particularities of the RNA binding site compared to the 1URN crystal. e filtered outone RNA binding domain to save computational time.
Over this filtered pdb file, here named 1A9N_clean.pdb we have executed the docking command, running in the terminal.
> modelx -f dock.cfg
In this configuration file we have set the following parameters: dock.cfg command=RnaDocking pdb=1a9n_Clean.pdb energy-threshold=0.1 dock-length=4 pep-mismatches=3 excluded=excluded.txt database-name=RnaXDB database-server=yourserver database-user=youruser database-pass=yourpassword
In the excluded PDBs file we have explicitly excluded the PDBs defining structures for the two proteins analyzed in order to avoid tautologically perfect docks. The list of all the PDB, in the case of 1A9N can be obtained in several places, for example here: https://www.rcsb.org/pdb/protein/P09661, being P09661 the uniprot accession corresponding to the protein of interest.
After the docking process have finished we have within the rnaX subfolder all the fragments docked position by position. We have created a small bash scripts that joins all the docks in one single file, only useful for visualization purposes. joindocks.sh for dir in `ls -d rnaX/[0-9]*` do for dnax in `ls $dir/rnaX*pdb` do cat $dnax | grep -v "END" >> allDocks.pdb done done echo END >> allDocks.pdb After running it we have a file called allDocks.pdb that, if opened together with the 1A9N_clean.pdb allowed us to visualize the docks (in purple) superimposed to the input protein (cartoon view) and its original RNA (in cyan).
As was mentioned in the main text of the paper, by running this command we got docking backbone compatible fragments using relaxed parameters (pep-mismatches=3 and energy-threshold>0) to accomplish flexibility in the binding site.
Step 2: GlueDocks
As was suggested in the results section of the main paper and shown in Figure 3 , the strategy of running the GlueDocks command allow us to rid off the short spurious dockings and get longer strands of docked RNAs joined. To run the GlueDocks command we executed:
> modelx -f glue.cfg For this configuration file we have set the following parameters: glue.cfg command=GlueDocks docks-dir=rnaX min-length=8 max-length=99 bio-type=RNA database-name=RnaXDB database-server=yourserver database-user=youruser database-pass=yourpassword This will join together and generate glued RNA strand files for all those geometrically compatible fragments (with default parameters the maximum allowed RMSD is 0.5A) that have a minimum length of 8 nucleotides. Analogously to the joindocks files, we have made a joinglues.sh file that generate a single file to visualize all the glues together in the glues generated subfolder. The result is the backbone compatible joined docked strands of length 8 or superior (in magenta, this figure is analog to the figure 4c but with the protein in cartoon.
Step 3: Modeling sidechains with Foldx
Since the objective of this exercise is to investigate the sequence specificity of each of the proteins studied, and given that the backbone of both proteins present small difference ( Figure 4a ) the sequence of the PDB 1URN was modeled into the 1A9N_Clean.pdb using the FoldX BuildModel command.
> foldx --command=BuildModel --pdb=1A9N_Clean.pdb --mutant-file=individual_list.txt
Where the file individual_list.txt contains the list of mutations to "transform" one protein into another in FoldX format. For the following alignement:
The individual list will have this form:
individual_list.txt DB2E,IB3T,MB14L,DB16D, ……. RB95K;
Step 4: Annealing RNA sequences with Foldx For each of the glued strands of the step 2 we have generated an individual PDB containing the modeled protein together with the elongated RNA strand and we mutated each position in the RNA to the four possible nucleotides using FoldX PSSM command (PSSM for position-specific scoring matrix)
This command gives as a result the stability energy provoked by changing each position for each one of the four bases. Of all the models tried, the one containing the lowest energy was selected (shown in Figure 4c ) and the energies of this strand's PSSM are shown in the center part of the Figure 4d compared to the crystal that was intended to be "reconstructed" with the modeling exercise performed here (on the left) and with the energies of the original departure RNA strand (on the right), showing how with the modeling the specificity has changed. Fig. S1 . PDB Rna-Protein complexes deposited records. In pink, the depositions during the indicated period. In cyan, the total complexes available at that time period. The number of depositions for each five year period doubles its predecessor. Projections for the 2015-2020 period indicates that the exponential tendency will be maintained. Table S3 . Most represented protein domains within the set of ~1400 Homo sapiens genes reported in the review of experimental RNA binding determination techniques used for proteomewide and negative benchmarking. We show the percentage of structures for which we could predict RNA to docking (pep-mismatches=3, column "%of structures with docks") in these families. We also show the number of crystals for each family containing RNA that were digested to populate our database (column "crystals in RnaXDB on any organism"), as well as the number of genes in each family (column, "genes in study"). Protein families without crystals with RNA in our database, this shows that digestion of protein-RNA complexes into peptide-RNA fragments could identify possible binding motifs in protein families for which there is not a crystal with RNA. ICM Informed meanRank=83 where the formula of meanRank is defined to express the percentage of complexes for which the docking software predicts at least one nativelike pose within a given number of topscoring poses.
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Bahadur (2012) Table S4 . Informed validation performances and data set applied to benchmark by other docking methods compared to ModelX.
